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1. STARTUP

In this first section, there are a series of steps involved in downloading the

GripBeats® App, and in turning on, connecting, updating and then calibrating

your GripBeats® device which are all very important. Please read carefully!

1.1. DOWNLOAD THE GRIPBEATS® APP

1.1.1. Download the FREE GripBeats® App for

1.1.1.1. Android: Until we launch on the official Android Play

Store, the Android GripBeats® App will only be available

from here:
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gripb

eats.gripbeats

1.1.1.2. Apple iOS: Until we launch on the official Apple App

Store, the iOS GripBeats® App will only be available

from here: https://testflight.apple.com/join/Rf0zv6b5
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1.2. TURN ON AND CONNECT YOUR GRIPBEATS®

DEVICE

1.2.1. Make sure your device is charged by using the USB-C

charging cable which comes included in the box.

1.2.2. Turn on your device by pressing and holding the power button

on the side of your GripBeats® unit until you see the light-ring

make a short flash. Your device is now turning on.

1.2.3. On the GripBeats® App, head on over to the following page:

1.2.3.1. [GripBeats® App > Perform > Connected > Manage

Devices]
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1.2.4. Click on “GripBeats®” and watch as the “Device 1

Disconnected” at the top of the screen becomes “GripBeats

Connected”. You can now move on to calibrating your device

by clicking “Start Calibrating” and following the instructions in

the next section.

1.2.5. Note that you can connect up to four separate GripBeats®

devices to one GripBeats® simultaneously. That means you

can play with three other hands and make an ensemble of four

GripBeats® if you really wanted!

1.2.6. If your GripBeats® device is not appearing, is unable to

connect, or does not create sounds when entering the

PERFORM page (later), then turn off your GripBeats® device,

turn off the GripBeats® App and repeat whole Connectivity

process above.
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1.3. CALIBRATE YOUR GRIPBEATS® DEVICE

1.3.1. Calibrating your GripBeats® is crucial if you want to be able to

use GripBeats® to the best accuracy and best representation

of how the device fits to your hand. Without calibrating your

GripBeats® device, you may find that sensors trigger without

you wanting them to, or that you are not able to perform

certain triggers at all.

1.3.1.1. On the GripBeats® App, you can visit the Calibration

page either from the “Device Selection” page when

connecting your GripBeats® device, or from selecting

“Calibration” from the home page directly:

1.3.1.1.1. [GripBeats® App > Home Page > Calibration]
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1.3.1.2. Choose the device you would like to calibrate and also

confirm whether the device is being worn on your left

hand or your right hand, an option you will see to the far

right of “GripBeats® Connected”.

1.3.1.3. You will see a large tab at the top of the screen with a

hand outstretched performing what we call the ORIGIN

gesture. This is simply a gesture of the hand

outstretched, opened out in front of you parallel to the

body, as if pointing out in front of you but with all fingers.
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Once you have your hand in position, click “GO!” in

order to begin your calibration.

1.3.1.4. You will know when the calibration has begun because

the original “GO!” button will become “STOP” and you

will also feel a single vibration. Keep your hand in the

ORIGIN position and allow the calibration to run

naturally in its own time.

1.3.1.5. When the calibration has completed you will feel a

double vibration.
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1.3.1.6. If you accidentally move your hand or you are not happy

with your calibration, then you may select “STOP” and

‘Recalibrate’.

1.3.1.7. You will know when the calibration has finished because

the app “STOP” button will return to “OK” and then

“DONE” and you will see the subsequent Gesture

Calibrations below illuminate lower down on the screen

in order to calibrate your device further.
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1.3.1.8. The ORIGIN calibration of the previous steps will

calibrate your device’s pressure sensor, gyroscope,

magnetometer, and accelerometer offset values for the

device’s resting positions. However, you will need to

help provide the device with your hands’ full range of

movement by calibrating the next “Required Gestures”.
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1.3.1.9. The YAW MIN/MAX Gesture Calibrations will perform

similarly to the ORIGIN Calibration except that this time

the user must squeeze their hand while performing

continuous motions of the hand in the directions

provided.
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1.3.1.10. The PITCH MIN/MAX Gesture Calibrations will perform

similarly to the ORIGIN Calibration except that this time

the user must squeeze their hand while performing

continuous motions of the hand in the directions

provided.
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1.3.1.11. The ROLL MIN/MAX Gesture Calibrations will perform

similarly to the ORIGIN Calibration except that this time

the user must squeeze their hand while performing

continuous motions of the hand in the directions

provided.
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2. DIAGRAMS

2.1. A DIAGRAM OF THE GRIPBEATS® DEVICE
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2.2. In Grip Mode:

2.3. When in Grip Mode, GripBeats® truly becomes the wearable digital

musical instrument it was made to be. With access to all motion,

acceleration and even pressure controls, the Grip Mode is the most

versatile mode there is.

2.3.1. To wear your GripBeats® in Grip Mode firstly

2.3.1.1. Attach the GripBeats® to your wrist with the wrist strap

only, as you would with a watch. Make sure the crown of

the device (the top-facing side of the device) is on the

inside or palm-facing side of the wrist.

2.3.1.2. Get the FPC strip section of the GripBeats® device and

wrap it firstly between the thumb and index, then around

the back knuckles, and again back around the palm of

the hand before then attaching back to itself using the

FPC buckle around where the knuckles are on the

device.
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2.4. In Surface Mode:

2.4.1. When laid out on a flat surface, GripBeats® can be played as

piano or drum pad. It’s the perfect way of simulating playing a

MIDI keyboard by simply laying out your GripBeats®.

2.5. In Wrist Mode:

2.5.1. Wrist Mode is somewhat of a simpler version of Grip Mode

where you still wear the device on your wrist but you simply

don’t extend the FPC strip around the hand, it continues to

wrap around the wrist. This way you can wear GripBeats® as

a bracelet for whatever reason (being subtle, stylish or

creative!) and still be able to make music using movement,
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acceleration and also pressure controls for the pressure

sensors that you can access!
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3. MAKING MUSIC

4. Before making music, you should calibrate your GripBeats® device so that

your device’s pressure and motion sensors do not trigger musical notes

accidentally. To know how to calibrate your device, head over to the

STARTUP section of the manual. Once calibrated, you can head over to

the following page and make music:
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4.1. PERFORM

4.2. The PERFORM pages is the only place you need to be to make

music. Here you can switch between musical instrument sounds,

your gesture profiles, record, loop, change sound effects, tonality,

and much more. You can visit the PERFORM page by heading over

to:

4.2.1.1.1.1. [GripBeats® App > Home Page >

Perform > Loop]

4.2.2. INSTRUMENT TABS

4.2.2.1. From the selection of INSTRUMENTS TABS (located

on the third row from the top of the screen), select the

third tab. This is the LEAD instrument tab which is best

used for demonstrating more melodic instruments. You
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may also experiment with using the first tab (the DRUM

instrument), the second tab (the BASS instrument), or

even the fourth tab (the LOOP STATION).
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4.2.3. THE GESTURE BOOKMARK

4.2.3.1. After selecting an instrument, you may find that your

device is already making music. This is probably

because you have a specific Gesture Profile activer

already. A Gesture Profile is a collection of gestures

which best work together to allow GripBeats® users to

make music. In order to change your Gesture Profile,

you need to select the Gesture Bookmark.
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4.2.4. CHANGING GESTURE PROFILES

4.2.4.1. By choosing different Gesture Profiles, you will be

changing the assigned Gesture Profile mode to your

GripBeats® device so that now, when you perform a

specific Gesture from this list, you will be triggering

musical notes on either the DRUMS, BASS, LEAD, or

LOOPSTATION tabs you are on. To understand more

Gesture Profiles and their Gestures, head over to

UNDERSTAND GESTURES PART I.
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4.2.5. CHANGING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

4.2.5.1. To change your musical instrument you will see a large

purple tab below the instrument tabs towards the top of

the screen which by default may read something such

as, “Sawtooth”. Upon clicking this tab you will be shown

a list of options to search for new musical instruments

and sounds which you can download and then play

immediately. Sounds have been provided by

Loopmasters.com and have been categorised by their

Album, Instrument, Company, Genre, Mood, Tag,

Downloaded, and All.
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5. UNDERSTANDING GESTURES

6. Within the GripBeats® App, found under the Gesture Studio, but also the

Perform Pages under the Gesture Bookmark, and even under Calibration,

you will find various occurrences of Gesture Profiles and their Gestures.

These are all places where you can read about, customise, and also

perform over 500 different gestures to make music. We have created as

many different gestures which we feel best demonstrate

GripBeats® potential as a wearable digital musical instrument.
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6.1. THE GESTURE STUDIO

6.2. In creating GripBeats® we discovered that we could use it in 3

distinctive modes; Grip Mode, Wrist Mode, and Surface Mode.

Depending on the Mode the user is in, they will find that they can

perform different gestures which are specific to that Mode only. We

categorised these Gestures into what we call Gesture Profiles so

now we have over 500 gestures, categorised between over 25

Gesture Profiles, organised between 3 Gesture Modes. The current

selection of Modes is displayed at the top of the Gesture Studio in

the order of Grip Mode, Surface Mode, and Wrist Mode. Its

respective Gesture Profiles are then selectable from the following

row. Each Gesture Profile’s list of Gestures is then provided lower

down the screen. There are descriptions to explain the purpose of

every Gesture Profile and Gestures when you click on them.

6.3.

6.3.1. The Gesture Studio is a vast library of the 3 Gesture Modes,

their Gesture Profiles and their Gestures. You can only access

the Gesture Studio when your device is connected.

6.3.1.1.1.1.1. [GripBeats® App > Home Page >

Gesture Studio]
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6.3.2. THE 3 GESTURE MODES

6.3.2.1. GRIP MODE

6.3.2.1.1. With the device wrapped around your hand as

shown in the app, you can have full access to the

pressure and motion sensors, controllable by your

fingers’ pressing on your palms, and your hands’

rotation forwards/backwards, up/down, left/right.

6.3.2.1.2.

6.3.2.2. SURFACE MODE

6.3.2.2.1. With the device rested on a flat surface, be that

your table, a shelf, or even the floor, you may
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perform GripBeats® as some sort of miniature

piano or drum pad.

6.3.2.2.2.

6.3.2.3. WRIST MODE

6.3.2.3.1. With the device wrapped around your wrist only,

you’ll find that you have full access to all the

motion sensor controls and only some pressure

sensor controls that are exposed on the outside

of your device. WRIST MODE can be seen as a

simpler version of GRIP MODE, just without the

accessibility to finger pressure sensors.

6.3.2.3.2.

6.3.3. GESTURE PROFILES

6.3.3.1. Depending on the Gesture Mode you have selected,

you will see a different series of available Gesture

Profiles to choose from. Some Gesture Profiles use

motion, while others use motion and touch. Some

Gesture Profiles, especially those in Surface Mode, use

touch only. For each Gesture Profile there is a brief

description of its purpose underneath the section titled,

“Gestures”, positioned around the centre of the screen,

below where you select the Gesture Profile.
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6.3.3.2.

6.3.4. GESTURES

6.3.4.1. Depending on the Gesture Profile which you select, you

will have access to a list of Gestures which belong

specially to that Gesture Profile collection. For example,

the Gesture Profile called “Tactile” has a list of Gestures

such as, “Start Point”, “End Point”, “Knuckle Buttons 1”,

“Knuckle Buttons 2”, “Knuckle Buttons 3” etc. To

understand what each of these Gestures mean and

what you need to do in order to perform them, click on

them until you reach the page, “Gesture Definition”.

6.3.4.2.

6.3.5. THE GESTURE DEFINITION PAGE

6.3.5.1. To watch a video of how specific Gestures are used to

make music, click directly on the button which reads,

“Learn more from video demonstration”.
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6.3.5.2. Upon selecting Gestures directly from within the

Gesture Studio you will find that their parameters are all

predefined. In other words, each of the gestures

selectable from the Gesture Studio directly must be

performed in the specific directions provided, or else

they will not trigger the sound. If you would like to

change the parameters of certain Gestures yourself so

that you may create your own Gestures, then please

read about CREATING GESTURES below:
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6.3.6. CREATING GESTURES

6.3.7. We couldn’t simply define over 500 gestures ourselves and

not expect users to want to change the parameters of these

Gestures themselves or even still, want to make their own! So

what we did was we created the ability for users to

“User-define” Gesture Profiles and their Gestures all within the

Gesture Studio.

6.3.8. In order to alter the parameters of any preexisting Gesture

Profile and its Gestures, you will need to create a duplicate of

that respective Gesture Profile. To do this, go to:

6.3.9. [GripBeats® App > Home Page > Gesture Studio > More >

Create a New Gesture Profile]

6.3.10. From the “Create a New Gesture Profile” page you will be

presented with a list of every single Gesture Profile.

6.3.11. By selecting one of these Gesture Profiles, you will

immediately create a duplicate (a copy) and immediately be

taken to a page named after that respective Gesture Profile

but with “Custom” written before it. You can rename your

newly created Gesture Profile here by clicking the top left

pencil button if you would like.
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6.3.12. You can now select “Create a New Gesture” and be given a

list of Gestures to choose from to add to your new Gesture

Profile.

6.3.13. Upon selecting these new Gestures, you will be taken to a

page similar to what displays after selecting Gestures that are

shown directly on the Gesture Studio Page. The only

difference is that here you are presented with a “GO!” button,

which looks somewhat similar to that of Calibration, the only

difference being here that by clicking “GO!” does not calibrate

sensor values but in fact, records a performed Gesture which

you can use later.

6.3.14. After performing your Gesture, the precise values for it’s

gyroscopic position i.e. the position you held your hand in

relation to your body, along with the way the pressure sensors

were first impacted, will be recorded so that later, when you

select this Gesture Profile from the Gesture Bookmark in the

PERFORM page, you will be able to trigger musical notes by

performing this precise Gesture.

6.3.15. Adding buffers

6.3.16. Adding acceleration
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6.4. ASSIGNING GESTURES TO MUSICAL NOTES

6.5. After reading about Gesture Modes, Gesture Profiles, their Gestures,

and maybe even creating your own, you may be wondering how you

can use these to create music.

6.5.1. By going to the PERFORM page, you will notice three

miniature buttons to the top right of the page called, “C”, “G”,

and “I” respectively. The “C” button is for assigning Gestures

to musical notes while the “C” button is for assigning Gestures

to musical or app controls in the app. The “I” button activates

an info mode to provide insights into how to use the app.

6.5.2. By selecting the “G” button which stands for “GESTURES” you

will open an app mode which allows you to assign specific

Gestures to specific musical notes shown on the app.
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6.5.3. By clicking first on specific musical notes, such as the “Snare

Drum” in DRUMS, you will then be shown a list of possible

gestures that can be assigned to this musical note, according

to the Gesture Profile that is activated from the Gesture

Bookmark and also according to which Gestures have already

been assigned to other musical notes.

6.5.4. If you would like to deselect Gestures for assignments that

have already been made, then simply click on the musical

notes which have these assignments already made and

unclick the Gesture which is illuminated on the Assignation

page.

6.5.5. If you cannot find the Gestures you want to assign then you

may be on the wrong Gesture Profile. In which case, go back,

click on the Gesture Bookmark and select the correct Gesture

Profile which you would like to use.

7. PRECAUTIONARY ADVICE

8. The GripBeats® device is a robust assembly of silicone, plastic, metal, and

electronic components. Despite this, there are behaviours to avoid doing in

order to guarantee the longest life of your GripBeats® as possible.

8.1.1. One notable weakness is that of the FPC buckle. Please do

NOT pull it with too much force and do NOT pull it too quickly.
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Instead, when you would like to slide it, do so by pinching the

actual FPC strip with one hand (to reduce the pull tension of

the FPC strip on the crown) and shift the FPC buckle with the

other hand gently.

8.1.2. GripBeats® is NOT waterproof and damage may also be

caused by sweat so ALWAYS remove any water or residue

that you may leave on the GripBeats® device.
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9. OTHER APP FEATURES

9.1. UNIVERSITY

9.1.1. Throughout the inventions and production process we posted

videos on Youtube which we have live-synced into our

UNIVERSITY page of the GripBeats® App. From now

onwards we will continue to post useful and also educational

videos on GripBeats® within this section of the

GripBeats® App
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9.2. PROFILE

9.2.1. The profile page within the app allows users to save their

recordings and in future, also their gestures so that you may

access these again elsewhere with just a login.
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9.3. COMMUNITY

9.3.1. After logging in to your PROFILE, you will be able to access

our Community page of other GripBeats® users’ posts and

creations.
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9.4. PROJECTS

9.5. DOWNLOADS

9.5.1. For all the new musical instrument sounds you download from

the PERFORM page, they will be saved here.
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9.6. SETTINGS

9.6.1. Within the Settings page you can adjust or turn on/off your

device’s LEDs, Vibrations, and also do things such as allow

your GripBeats® App to “Run In Background”, check for

“Firmware Updates”, ask for “Help”, see our “Welcome” page,

and also check for “Battery Levels”.
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9.7. FEEDBACK

9.7.1. Have something to say? Let us know!

10. DANCE

11. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

(FAQs)
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